Application of sophisticated cooling systems and thermal barrier coatings to advanced gas turbine components impels the structural materials be in service under a significantly graded temperature condition. Whereas the graded temperature enhances thermal or internal stress which leads to thermo-mechanical fatigue failure in conjunction with external load, the thermal stress can also be relaxed time-dependently by creep. Since the temperature gradation may get more pronounced in future, a material design concept will be required under such circumstances. In this work a simple two-dimensional model is constructed to semi-quantitatively estimate the creep deformation and internal or thermal stress state for a high temperature component which uniformly deformed under a graded temperature condition. Based on the model the numerical calculations were carried out for some representative cases, by employing elastic-creep constitutive equation: one is a case without no external load, and the other is a case when an external tensile load is applied. The calculation indicated that in the former case the thermal stress deforms the component in compression when the stress relaxation is more significant at the higher temperature side than at the lower temperature side. Not only the range of graded temperature, but also the distribution shape is found to remarkably affect the behavior. It is also indicated, as a reflection of the above behavior that the component can deform in compression at early stage even when the external stress in tension is applied to the component, followed by tensile deformation. Of particular importance for structural design is that the stress promotion always takes place at the lower temperature side in the component. These behaviors are summarized as a function of relative magnitude between the thermal stress and external stress
Yamagishi, Subramanian and Okazaki, Transactions of the JSME (in Japanese), Vol.81, No.823 (2015) Fig. 1 Two bar element component model consisting of one-dimensional elements 1 and 2. The elements 1 and 2 are exposed to 2-step temperature distribution; T H and T L respectively.
€ σ 1 (0)⋅ A H + σ 2 (0)⋅ A L = 0
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となる．式(8)-2, 式(9)および式(10)を連立させて解くことによって，各要素の弾性ひずみ ε e,1 (t)および ε e,2 (t)が求ま
€ l Room (1+ α⋅ ΔT H + ε e,1 (Δt) + ε cr,1 (Δt)) = l Room (1+ α⋅ ΔT L + ε e, 2 (Δt) + ε cr, 2 (Δt)) ≡ l'(Δt)
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ータ ) Fig. 2 Internal or thermal stress relaxation of a two-element model. Fig. 3 Creep strain of each element. The strain at high temperature side is significantly higher than that at low temperature side. 
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Uniform strain rate Fig. 9 Multi elements component model. The elements are exposed to linear temperature distribution between T H and T H , where the plate is deformed uniformly by remote external stress, σ app .
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以上のモデルに基づき，温度こう配を有する部材に外力が作用すると同時に，部材内に熱応力が生じている場

